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Sexplain It: My Boyfriend Is Interested in Guys, but He
Doesn't Want a Threesome
Zachary Zane helps a woman support her bi boyfriend in this week's column.

BY ZACHARY ZANE MAY 27, 2021

I'm Zachary Zane, a sex writer and ethical manwhore (a fancy way of saying I sleep

with a lot of people, and I'm very, very open about it). Over the years, I've had my

fair share of sexual experiences, dating and sleeping with hundreds of people of all

genders and orientations. In doing so, I've learned a thing or two about navigating

issues in the bedroom (and a bunch of other places, TBH). I'm here to answer your

most pressing sex questions with thorough, actionable advice that isn't just

"communicate with your partner," because you know that already. Ask me anything

—literally, anything—and I will gladly Sexplain It.

To submit a question for a future column, Jll out this form.

Dear Sexplain It,
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A few months ago, I found my boyfriend on Grindr. We moved past the

betrayal part to the “How do we integrate this into our relationship?” part.

We’ve been on some apps and talked to some guys about MMF bisexual

threesomes. I’ve also done some butt play on him, but he doesn’t seem to

want to pull the trigger.

How can someone who was (potentially) willing to cheat on me to satisfy

those urges now just switch them off again? He has had previous

experience with men, and I am the Lrst person in his life he has ever “come

out” to.

PS: I’m super enthusiastic and genuinely excited to incorporate this into

our relationship with zero hesitation!

—Grindr Girl

Everything You Should Know About “Black Widow”
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Dear Grindr Girl,

First off, I would like to say how awesomely chill you’re being about all this.

Your ability to not only forgive his act of betrayal but then to support him

through his budding (bi)sexuality speaks volumes to who you are as a person. I

honestly believe that if there were more accepting women like you in the world,

bi men would feel more comfortable to come out and embrace their sexuality.

This would have a massive positive impact on the mental wellbeing of bi men,

who, to this day, often remain closeted and live consumed by sexual shame.

While it’s clear that you are totally okay with your boyfriend’s sexuality, he’s not

there yet, and that’s why he’s now “switching off" his desires.

This stuff can take time. For reference, I started hooking up with men in
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September of 2009. I didn’t come out as bisexual to my family until November

2014, and then I came out publicly to the world in April 2015. During those Qve

and a half years, I was Qlled with shame, confusion, frustration, and self-

loathing. (Fun!) I desperately wanted to have my sexual identity “Qgured out.” I

wasn’t even sure if I should go on dates with men or women, and that made my

romantic and sexual life a mineQeld to navigate. I’d be on a date with a perfectly

Qne man or woman and be like, “Wait? Do I even actually like men?” or, “Am I

just gay, in denial, and fooling myself into thinking I want to have a girlfriend?”

Figuring out one’s sexuality takes time, especially when bisexual. (Side note: I'm

going to proceed with advising you under the assumption that your boyfriend is

bi and not gay because it sounds like he does want to be in a relationship with

you—the question is more about how you can empower him to explore the

desires he's currently trying to smother.)

WILLIE B. THOMAS / GETTY IMAGES

I know you're confused about how he can 'switch off' his desires so easily.

According to Joe Kort, Ph.D., licensed sex and relationship therapist, it's
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probably because he's ashamed you caught him violating the rules of your

relationship.

He notes, “My initial thoughts are that this guy has been caught and feels

remorse. When your negative consequences are in front of you, it is easier to

recreate a boundary and keep it.”

However, as long as you keep communicating with him, reaffirm your love for

him and encourage exploration, he will hopefully come around. “As the

consequences die down, people often return to their old behaviors,” Kort says,

which in this case, means going back to wanting to hook up with guys.

At that point, you can create what your ideal relationship would like. Maybe the

next step is to watch gay porn together? Depending on that goes, you two could

play together with another guy. Or perhaps he prefers to explore alone and

come back and tell you about it? You have endless options. Talk them through

and see which ones work best for the two of you. Continuously have these

conversations, as your boyfriend is likely learning new things about his desires

over time. (And your desires may change too! You may realize you're not into

group sex, or you love it! Whatever the case may be, you need to vocalize it.

Even though you want to support your boyfriend as much as possible, remember

that this relationship is about your needs, too.)

R E L A T E D  S T O R I E S

I’ve Identified as Gay for Years, but I Like Women

My GF Thinks I’m Gay. How Do I Prove I'm Not?

But in the meantime, keep doing what you’re doing, which is being supportive
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My GF Has Sex on Her OnlyFans and I'm
Jealous

My Girlfriend Has Zero Interest in Sex. Ever.

SEXPLAIN IT

without being overeager. He’s going to have to come around on his accord. Your

job is to show him that you love him and still want to be there with him no

matter his attractions. “Bisexual men are also very scared of losing their female

partners,” Kort says. “So even though you’re being supportive, he might be

suspicious and worried that you’re going to leave him.”

So REALLY show that support! You can do this by saying you’ll love him no

matter what, you want him to be happy, and you’re excited about the potential

of bringing more men into your relationship. Express how it’s not just something

you’re doing to make him happy, but you’re actually really turned on by the

idea. (More dick for you! Yay!)

MORE FROM
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No One Sleeps With Me Twice Because of My
Penis

My GF Thinks I’m Gay. How Do I Prove I'm Not?

I'm Trying Polyamory, but All My Partners Hate
Me

I'm Scared I'm Going to Die Without Trying Anal
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My Girlfriend Won’t Stop Criticizing Me After
Sex

I’ve Identified as Gay for Years, but I Like
Women

100 Sex Jokes Your Friends Will Begrudgingly
Enjoy

My GF Has Refused to Have Sex for Over a Year

SEXPLAIN IT MEN'S HEALTH MVP EXCLUSIVES SEX & RELATIONSHIPS

MY WIFE DOESN’T WANT TO ORGASM. IS THAT NORMAL? MY NEW PARTNER IS GREAT BUT HE DOESN'T WANT SEX

WE'RE SCHEDULING SEX NOW AND I FEEL LIKE A FAILURE MY GIRLFRIEND HAS ZERO INTEREST IN SEX. EVER.

THIS GUY GOT AN ACTUAL PHD IN THREESOMES. HERE ARE 5 THINGS HE LEARNED

PATRICK SCHWARZENEGGER DOESN’T BELIEVE IN DIETS
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